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Tempted By A Thug (An Urban Romance Novel) - Dwayne Brown
When the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Chairman, Milford
Prince, is murdered in Harlem during the ’77 blackout, the Department
of Justice dispatches intelligence special agent Emmy Veronica Edmonds
(Code Name Nightingale) to investigate. During her inquisition,
Nightingale discovers that Milford was heavily involved with a New York
gangster known only as “The Man”. Quickly, Nightingale discovers that
this enigmatic hood is more than a common thug. “The Man” is the code
name for a Russian spy who is deeply embedded in the American political
system, and Nightingale believes that Milford was killed because he was
about to expose the spy’s identity. To prove her theory, Nightingale
searches the drug-ridden Harlem Streets, where Milford was killed, and
follows dirty money to politicians and international entities who will stop
at nothing to keep power and their secrets safe, and when Nightingale
finally catches up to “The Man”, she may not live to tell who he is.
A Dangerous Temptation - L.R. Olson 2015-12-24
**Finalist in the New England Readers' Choice Awards** Ruined by
scandal, Julianna has hidden away in the country for the last few years
hoping her indiscretion will eventually fade from the memory of society.
Yes, she’s been lonely at times, but she’s content enough to follow her
own rules. And when that bothersome nagging sensation that she’s
missing something more flares, she’s able to shove it aside and focus on
her friends, family and her true passion…painting. Until James arrives.
James is arrogant, demanding and makes her believe that anything is
possible, even a second chance at love. But is James the man he pretends
to be? James always gets what he wants, and he wants marriage to a
woman who will honor and more importantly, obey. The problem is when
he meets Julianna, while he’s bathing nude no less, he suddenly starts to
question his carefully constructed plans. Bold and daring, Julianna is the
very opposite of a meek, obedient wife. He certainly doesn’t need any
more scandal; his family has had quite enough. And having an affair with
Julianna would definitely bring scandal. The problem is he can’t seem to
get her out of his head. But is she truly the sweet country girl she
portrays herself to be, or a conniving fortune hunter out to trap him into
marriage? Book 1: A Dangerous Temptation (Volume 1-3) Book 2: A
Dangerous Deception (Volume 1-3) Please note, because of cursing and
content, these volumes are recommended for readers eighteen years of
age and older.
Sweet Temptation - Lauren Hawkeye 2020-01-01
“Once won’t be enough to get this out of our systems.” A tale of out-ofcontrol chemistry from New York Times bestselling author Lauren
Hawkeye. From the moment they met, Meg Marchande and John Brooke
have had the kind of chemistry you bow down to, give thanks for and find
the nearest bed to release. Despite a magnetic attraction, their timing
has never been right. But passion waits for no one. Moving from city to
city for his powerful career, John doesn’t see himself in a traditional
relationship. Still, he can’t get Meg out of his mind. Meg is more than
happy to meet up with him for increasingly erotic encounters, but she
doesn’t let herself think about a happily-ever-after. After all, her business
means she has to stay, and his means he has to go. She doesn’t want to
give up the things she’s fought for any more than John does. With both of
them set on their own paths yet helplessly drawn to one another, they
must discover whether love is enough. Or is their relationship doomed to
never be about more than sex? Harlequin DARE publishes sexy romances
featuring powerful alpha heroes and bold, fearless heroines exploring
their deepest fantasies. Four new Harlequin DARE titles are available
each month, wherever ebooks are sold!
Handbook of Self-Regulation, Third Edition - Kathleen D. Vohs
2016-07-01
Revised edition of Handbook of self-regulation, 2011.
Her Sweet Temptation - Nina Crespo 2020-10-01
When good things come in bad-boy packages. She vows to find the right
kind of guy A tempting stranger challenges everything“Bad Choices”
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should have been Rina Tillbridge’s middle name and it’s time to turn over
a new leaf. But when stuntman Scott Halsey struts onto her property for
his latest film, her impulsive alter ego threatens to make a comeback.
The quintessential thrill-seeking stuntman has no designs on
commitment. So why are all his red flags igniting white-hot passion…and
inspiring dreams of a Hollywood ending?
Temptation - Nora Roberts 2012-10-09
A story of unexpected passion from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts. Socialite Eden Carlborough didn’t expect running a
girl’s camp to be easy, but she never thought the little monsters would
literally run her up an apple tree. Eden is equally surprised when she
finds herself falling into the capable arms of orchard owner Chase Elliot.
And while her handsome neighbor’s overbearing ways are highly
irritating, Chase’s touch ignites feelings that make Eden want to
succumb to temptation… A NORA ROBERTS CLASSIC AVAILABLE
DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
The Trouble with Temptation - Shiloh Walker 2016-05-03
When Hannah wakes up from a coma pregnant, she must learn who is
trying to hurt her, while connecting with her baby's father - the man
she's loved for ten years...
Temptation's Kiss - Lisa Bingham 2004
Welcome to Temptation - Jennifer Crusie 2008-12-30
No one's life is the same in Temptation, Ohio, after Sophie and Amy
Dempsey arrive to make a documentary about the return of film star Clea
Whipple.
Tempted by a Touch - Kris Rafferty 2016-10-24
People keep dying around Harper MacLain. Try as she might, she can’t
stop bad things from happening to those she loves. When her closely
guarded secret lands her in the middle of her ex-boyfriend’s
investigation, she’s in over her head. She hates that Detective Lucas
Sullivan is in her life again, tempting her to fall back into bad
habits...and his bed. When Harper left him, Lucas tried not to care,
burying himself in his job instead. Then Harper became the job. Now
they’re on the run, and all he can think about is keeping her safe...and
his hands off her. Lucas knows she's the key to solving his case, if he can
keep them alive long enough to do it. And that's the trick...because
falling in love can kill you. The An Unlikely Hero series is best enjoyed in
order: Reading order: Book #1 - Betrayed by a Kiss Book #2 - Tempted
by a Touch Book #3 – Seduced by Sin
Tempted Knights - V. R. Vogt 2013-06-29
RAISED IN THE TRADITIONS of the earliest knights, Michelangelo
Rotolo, Angelo, comes from a long line of warriors known as the Knights
of the Alliance. Due to the uprise of missing Knights and civilians, Angelo
is summoned to headquarters along with his three trusted comrades who
risk everything to keep his vampire curse concealed from the Alliance.
They discover that a traitor among the knighthood has been conspiring
with Taipan the vicious vampire who had infected Angelo, who is
believed to be behind the abductions and is the key reason for Whitney's
fear of losing her brother Steve. Angelo is no stranger to selfless
sacrifices and tough decisions, but in the face of new imminent threats,
will Angelo be able to keep his secret from fellow slayers, protect his soul
mate Whitney from harm, and save her brother as promised? Can he
exact revenge on Taipan once and for all, or will fate strike such a
devastating blow that will forever change Angelo's life?
Deliver Me from Temptation - Tes Hilaire 2012-12-04
"Dark, sexy, and intense! Hilaire blazes a new path in paranormal
romance."—Sophie Jordan, New York Times bestselling author on Deliver
Me From Darkness Logan Screwed Up...Big Time When things go bump
in the night, Logan bumps back. Vampires, demons, succubi—you name
it, he's fought it. His job as Paladin angel warrior is to protect humans.
Not fall for one. She Never Believed in Divine Intervention...Until Now
Detective Jessica Waters protects humans too-with her Glock and a good
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set of handcuffs. She doesn't believe in fate. But if anyone looks like a
gift from the gods, it's Logan. And he clearly knows more about her case
than he's letting on...
Tempted by the Tiger - Caitlin Ricci 2016-12-09
Loren is a hedgehog with money to burn. A successful businessman,
occasionally he enjoys the atmosphere at Kinky Kritters. One night he
spies a new face--a blindfolded tiger who isn't shy about giving sexual
pleasure to anyone who wants him. Loren isn't even sure why this
particular whore has him so tied up in knots but he can't seem to stop
staring at him. Sabra's life has been beyond horrible, but he tries to put
the best face he can on what he's been dealt. Sex is a way of life, the only
thing keeping him and his little brother alive. Morality goes by the
wayside when existence is reduced to a simple matter of survival. Little
does Loren realize what he's getting into when he gives in to his
attraction to Sabra, developing a taste for the pretty tiger and his
talented mouth. Has he gotten in over his head? Loren needs to decide if
he can do what it takes to right some terrible wrongs. Maybe, if he does,
he'll find more than he's bargained for.
Tempted by a Vampire - Susan Griscom 2015-10-27
"This hot and sexy Vampire love story is a paranormal dream." Book 1 in
the Immortal Hearts of San Francisco Series Love lurks around the
corner...but it might be too dangerous to pursue. Everything is just the
way Maggie has always imagined it would be with a new job and a new
apartment in San Francisco and the best roommate anyone could ever
want, her BFF. Everything is perfect ... until her gaze catches the sexy as
sin lead singer of the rock band that performs weekly at an elite
nightclub and suddenly her whole world is turned upside down. Cian is a
heartthrob rock star--and a vampire. He's every woman's dream, except
he enjoys his single life in San Francisco, and has no desire to
change....until he meets a human woman he can't resist. The scent of
Magdalena's blood has him completely undone, and he begins to
question his felicitous existence when his desire for her grows out of
control. A powerful temptation ignites a sizzling passion until a threat
from Cian's past wreaks havoc on their lives. Will he be able to resist the
temptation in order to save her life? Buy Tempted by a Vampire to start
this sexy adventure today!
Alpha's Temptation - Renee Rose 2021-04-08
MINE TO PROTECT. MINE TO PUNISH. MINE. I’m a lone wolf, and I
like it that way. Banished from my birth pack after a bloodbath, I never
wanted a mate. Then I meet Kylie. My temptation. We’re trapped in an
elevator together, and her panic almost makes her pass out in my arms.
She’s strong, but broken. And she’s hiding something. My wolf wants to
claim her. But she’s human, and her delicate flesh won't survive a wolf's
mark. I'm too dangerous. I should stay away. But when I discover she's
the hacker who nearly took down my company, I demand she submit to
my punishment. And she will. Kylie belongs to me. Publisher’s Note:
Alpha’s Temptation is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alphas series.
HEA guaranteed, no cheating.
Tempted by Fire - Kimber White 2018-07-29
A virile dragon shifter on the verge of madness. A mystery woman bound
to his mortal enemies. Though fate brings them together, their love could
destroy them both. Gideon Brandhart is losing his mind. He and his
brothers are the only dragon shifters left in the world. But if billionaire
Gideon doesn't find a mate soon, he won’t be able to control the beast
inside. With each passing day, he finds it harder to keep it under control.
When he crosses path with a gorgeous barista with eyes that
mysteriously match his own, he knows she’s his. Though he craves this
headstrong woman, she’s bound to a pack of wolf shifters who’ve hunted
his kind for centuries. Life hasn’t been easy for Grace Call. Daughter to
one of the most powerful wolf shifters in the country, she can’t make a
move outside the watchful eyes of the pack. She’s been told there’s no
such thing as dragons. Then she comes face to face with Gideon. Though
she finds herself burning for him in every other way, his fire doesn’t hurt
her. But, she senses there’s something dangerously wrong with him. Only
her touch seems to quell the demon inside of him. If Grace’s father’s
pack ever finds out what he is, they’ll hunt Gideon and the rest of his
clan down. To keep them safe, Gideon will face a wrenching choice...his
brothers’ safety for his own sanity and the woman he’s growing to love.
Tempted By Fire is a captivating standalone paranormal romance novel
featuring billionaire dragon shifters. If you like sizzling chemistry,
happily ever afters, and twists you won't see coming, then you'll love
Kimber White's passionate, action-packed story. Buy Tempted By Fire to
trust your life and your heart to a dragon today! Book Themes: dragon
shifter romance, shapeshifters, wolf shifter romance, werewolves, magic,
magical characters, strong female heroine, possessive alpha male hero,
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fated mates, immortals, forbidden love, shifter romance books,
paranormal romance, wolf shifter, werewolf romance, werewolves,
Russian wolfs, Russian mob, mafia romance
Chocolate Temptation - a.c. Mason 2011-09-19
Wolf Spirit, #2 His by pack law, and he wants more than her body. Will
she be able to surrender her heart? Switzerland, the winter of 1940.
Alexia, a wolf-shifter, is mate to the Alpha of a powerful clan. Her life,
the pack's future and the lives of countless children the pack smuggles
out of Europe are in jeopardy. The Gestapo want her blood to breed an
unstoppable regiment endowed with her gifts. Cathen, the pack's Epsilon
Beta, is charged with protecting her. When Alexia's beloved mate is
killed, Cathen becomes Alpha and by pack law, she is his new mate. On
the run from the Gestapo's werewolves with Cathen, Alexia has no time
to mourn. Can she resist what she's beginning to feel for her protector,
despite her aching loss? Should she try? If she rejects him–not so easy to
do do–he will die and the future of the pack she loves as family will be in
danger. Cathen and Alexia's destinies are bound together, and to find
peace and love amid the horror of war, she must accept her fate and heal
her new mate. 29,446 Words
A Knight's Temptation - Lana Williams 2017-11-17
A thrilling medieval with a pinch of paranormal! An English Knight... Sir
Braden de Bremont guards his secret gift, keeping others at arm's
length, trusting no one outside of his family. When he's injured during a
mission in Berwick, Scotland, he's forced to remain until he heals, while
protecting a lady from a powerful lord determined to kill her family as a
warning to others with English ties. A Scottish Lady... Lady Ilisa Douglas
is haunted by the terrible events she witnessed during the attack on
Berwick when thousands were killed. She now trusts no one, especially
English knights. Yet the exact kind of man she's learned to fear is the
only one who steps forward to protect her from a murderous plot.
Secretive yet bold, handsome and strong, Braden has Ilisa questioning all
she once believed with his gentle embrace and passionate kisses. An
irresistible temptation... In order to expose the lord willing to kill for his
cause, Braden and Ilisa agree to marry in name only to attend the lord's
upcoming gathering. Feigning the part of an attentive husband to the
beautiful lady who tempts him with her cautious smiles and tender touch
is no hardship for Braden but makes it nearly impossible to keep his
secret. Ilisa knows more than her heart is at stake in this terrible game,
for if they fail, the King of England will march again on Scotland. Buy the
latest installment in the Falling for a Knight series now!
Tempted by the Soldier - Patricia Potter 2015-02-03
Forgetting the past, facing the future Stephanie Phillips is sick of charm.
And Clint Morgan, the newest resident of Covenant Falls, has it in
spades. Stephanie knows she should run the other way because the
former Blackhawk pilot is too good-looking, too charismatic...and much
too sexy. As the town veterinarian, Stephanie has truly found her home
here. Clint, on the other hand, is staying for only a short time while he
recovers from an injury. But when he starts to fit seamlessly into the
close-knit community, the irresistible risk-taker makes his way into her
heart.
Midnight's Temptation: Part 3 - Donna Grant 2013-09-24
The danger and passion explode in the third installment of this exclusive
Dark Warriors e-serial from New York Times bestselling author Donna
Grant. What will a dark, powerful Highlander do to protect the woman
his soul craves? Absolutely anything... Danger and secrets explode,
tearing Phelan and Aisley apart. The Warriors are gathering for war once
more...but for Phelan, all is lost. He has been betrayed by the one woman
who could ever own his soul. But there is more to Aisley than he ever
could have imagined. The only thing Phelan knows is that he still burns
for her touch... Praise for Donna Grant and her Dark Warrior novels:
"Grant delivers plenty of dark doings and dangerous magic, all while
providing memorable characters."—RT Book Reviews "These are some of
the hottest brothers around in paranormal fiction."—Nocturne Romance
Reads "A handsome stranger, laughter, mind-blowing sex...a steamy
read."—Heroes and Heartbreakers on Midnight's Master
Tempted & Taken - Rhenna Morgan 2017-11-01
Live hard, f*ck harder and make their own rules. Those are the
cornerstones the six Men of Haven bleed by: taking what they want,
always watching each other’s backs and loving the women they claim
with unyielding tenderness and fierce passion. There’s no code Knox
Torren can’t break. He knows no limits when it comes to uncovering
intel, especially on anyone who crosses his family. But a skip tracer with
a sketchy history presents a puzzle he can’t solve. When he finally meets
the statuesque blonde with the intoxicating Russian accent, he’ll try
anything to unearth her secrets. Darya Volkova has been living under an
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assumed identity for years. Searching for a job that will take her out of
the dangerous life she’s built, she has her sights set on Knox: the best
hacker in the business. From their first meeting, though, something far
more intimate than a professional connection develops. Darya must
overcome still-healing wounds to trust that Knox will take care of her in
all the ways she needs. And Knox will do whatever it takes to make sure
whatever—or whomever—she’s running from never touches his woman
again. This book is approximately 104,000 words One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all
the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
Tovan's Temptation: Steamy Paranormal Romance (New
Immortals Book 4) - Tia Didmon 2022-11-07
One click to continue this thrilling paranormal adventure today! The
mating game... kill or cure? Diane Stevens is a perfect agent of the
Paranormal Intelligence Agency. Strong. Resilient. Dedicated. When her
twin brother is attacked, marking the return of the ‘PSY killer’, she fears
her connection to the assassin will be revealed. With a demon warrior
pursuing her to be his mate and the future of the demon species in her
hands, can she catch the man who murdered her parents, or will love be
the final victim? Enjoy the next book in the bestselling New Immortals
Series that readers are comparing to Christine Feehan, Sherrilyn
Kenyon, and J.R. Ward.
The Night of Temptation - Victoria Cross 1914
Flirting with Temptation - Cara Summers 2014-02-15
Small-town girl Corie Benjamin is ready for an adventure, ready to
experience everything the world has to offer. And one thing she
definitely wants to "experience" is a night with journalist Jack Kincaid.
He's lured her to the city, telling her he's uncovered information about
her long-lost father.… But all Corie can think about is going under the
covers with him! Only, when she discovers Jack's
A Pleasing Temptation - Deborah Fletcher Mello 2017-04-01
Can he open her heart to more than a fleeting passion? An ambitious
daughter of a close-knit Louisiana clan, Kamaya Boudreaux is making a
name for herself in the business world, pursuing lucrative opportunities
across the country. But when her best-kept-secret venture—an exclusive
male strip club—is threatened to be exposed, the all-work-no-play
entrepreneur needs to do some serious damage control. Her plans don't
include giving in to temptation with sexy Southerner Wesley Walters,
whose buff six-pack body was made for pleasure. As franchise owner of
the high-end New Orleans nightclub, Wes is on the climb to corporate
success. He hates deceiving Kamaya—she has no idea that her lover was
once the most popular performer at his establishment and guests are
willing to pay top dollar for his return. With their passionate affair
leading them into forever territory, Wes has to come clean. Or he risks
losing the guarded beauty whose own intimate secrets could also
jeopardize their future together…
The Sheik's Temptation - Elizabeth Lennox 2023-04-14
The sounds were magical! Walking down a hallway, Sheik Jafar al-Hassan
of Salim was transfixed. His world went even more out of control when
he looked upon the woman playing the music. Instantly, he knew that
this was the woman he wanted for the rest of his life. Convincing her
would be the challenge. Princess Zhara el-Mitra was stronger than she
appeared, but had lived in the background for too long. Jafar was up for
the challenge of helping her understand her gifts. But could he protect
her from someone who seemed intent on hurting her? Would his security
team be fast enough in discovering who was out to get his new wife?
Demonically Tempted - Stacey Kennedy 2019-07-08
Tess Jennings, now a member of the Memphis Police Department, is on
her first cold case. The suspected suicide of Lizbeth Knapp ten years ago
isn’t a theory her family accepts—they believe she was murdered. But
the case is only one of Tess’s worries. Ghosts are talking, and word of her
abilities rapidly spreads. A dark ghost is terrifying the spirits of
Memphis, and she must force the entity to cross over. Tess doesn’t have
to do this alone. Not only does she have her ghost-lover, Kipp McGowen,
but the department has brought in a medium. Dane Wolfe might answer
all her questions, but he also brings a world of trouble. Will Tess finally
have all she’s ever wanted, or will everything she’s vowed to protect be
ripped away?
Tempted - Elisabeth Naughton 2019-07-09
DEMETRIUS — He’s the hulking, brooding warrior his fellow Guardians
avoid. Too dark. Too damaged. And given his heritage, he knows it’s best
to keep everyone at arm’s length. Isadora is missing. The words pound
through his head like a frantic drumbeat. For her own protection,
Demetrius did all he could to avoid the fragile princess. Now she’s
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gone—kidnapped. To get her back, he’ll have to go to the black place in
his soul he’s always shunned. As daemons ravage the human realm and
his loyalty to the Guardians is put to the ultimate test, Demetrius realizes
that Isadora is stronger than anyone thought. And finally letting her into
his heart may be the only way to save them both. *** All books in the
Eternal Guardians series can be read in order or as stand-alones:
MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3
ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED
- Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED - Book 8
UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED - Novella, Book 8.5
ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75 and coming soon... WICKED - Book 9
Tempted by the Jaguar #2: Revelation (Riverford Shifters) - Cristina
Rayne 2015-01-16
After dealing with the aftermath of her uncontrollable heat and finding a
severely wounded wolf shifter within Hunter’s forest territory, Kylie is
put in a dangerous position where she must choose between saving two
lives and revealing her secret to the worst possible person. **2-part
boxed set now available as: Tempted by the Jaguar: Transformation and
Revelation (Riverford Shifters Book One)** This is Part Two of a Two-Part
serialized story arc in the Tempted by the Jaguar novella series. It is part
of a continuing story and not meant to be read as a standalone entry.
Contains strong adult content and language. Search Terms: Multicultural
romance, New Adult, jaguar shifter romance, Werejaguar, fantasy
romance, Paranormal Romance Boxed Sets, Paranormal Romance,
Werewolves & Shifters, werelion
Tempted by the Badge - Deborah Fletcher Mello 2019-03-01
Proving her innocence…at all costs The exciting second book of the To
Serve and Seduce miniseries Former Chicago cop Mingus Black is used
to liars. So why does the PI believe a teacher who insists she’s being
framed? Joanna Barnes is totally convincing…in more ways than one. The
chemistry between Mingus and Joanna becomes perilously potent, but
until he can find out who framed her for a heinous crime, everything they
love hangs in the balance.
A Grave Temptation - Ryan Coull 2017-05-12
'A Grave Temptation' is a collection of twenty-four dark and emotional
fictional short stories which delve into everything from mystery to the
supernatural, from tales of the sinister to tales of the heart. In them we
meet a little girl who sees disaster on a tragic scale . . . the undertaker
who keeps a terrible secret in his funeral home . . . a grief-stricken drunk
driver who lives each day haunted by a terrible mistake . . . a young boy
who stumbles on something terrible in the woods while walking his dog .
. . a nurse returning home from her shift to find horror has come to visit .
. . the doctor whose affair with a young woman leads to his demise ... and
much more.
One Little Temptation - Elizabeth Lennox 2022-10-14
Her sister’s life was in his hands! Okay, maybe not his hands, but when
Maxine discovers that her only sister is a suspect in a murder
investigation, Maxine hires Dash Phillips, the best private detective to
help find her sister. Dash Phillips is no longer just a detective, but he
leaves everything when a pair of soft, green eyes pleads with him for
help. When Maxine needs help, he flies her across the country with her
to find the missing sister. But will they get there in time to save Maxine’s
sister? And what if Maxine loses her heart before Dash finds her sister?
How can she protect herself from his potent charms?
Furiously Tempted - 2011-04-25
The Wickford High Saga Continues . . . Betrayed by one of her peers . . .
Vicky Phillips almost lost her life due to a purposefully vicious betrayal
by one of her peers. The time has come for her to face her past and face
her peers with the truth. She now needs her boyfriend, Luke Wolfburn,
more than ever. Evil walks the halls of Wickford High . . . Temptation is
everywhere. It would be all to easy to take the wrong path. Is she strong
enough to resist the temptation? All the betrayal may leave her Furiously
Tempted . . .
Twice the Temptation - Cara Summers 2010-08-01
Playing with Reese Reese Brightman has a busy life…and a secret
fantasy: to play with a no-strings-attached boy toy! When she arrives at
the resort she and her sisters own, gorgeously rumpled Mac Davies
seems to be up to the task. Who'd have guessed he'd be the best sex
she'd ever had. Or that she'd want a repeat performance. But Reese only
wants to play with her boy toy, not keep him. Or does she? Saving Brie
Being witness to a mob hit lands Brie Sullivan at remote Haworth House
for her own protection. Bonus? She also gets an irresistibly sexy new
bodyguard, Cody Marsh! Why not indulge in her fantasy of one wild night
with him? It's not like all that amazing sex will kill her. But if she keeps
distracting Cody, somebody else might….
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Temptation - Bonnie Vanak 2015-08
After spending 15 years as a celibate dragon, Sebastian Kane finds his
desire ignited on his latest assignment for the Silver Wizard: preparing a
curvy college graduate for her first shift into dragon. Problem is, Skylar
Moore thinks she's human. Although she thinks Sebastian is a smokin'
hot hunk who ignites her libido, the idea of her being a fanged, firebreathing dragon is a little too much to take, even with a shot or ten of
Tequila from the bar where she works. Not only is Skylar a dragon, she's
a rare Jewel, whose scales will be real diamonds. Skylar is the missing
princess of a dragon clan and it's Sebastian's job to return her safely
back to her people. There's a pack of greedy hyenas howling to kill her so
they can get rich from selling her scales. Sebastian has his hands full
training this pretty dragon, and keeping her safe from those who would
harm her, while fighting the temptation to call her his own.
The Tycoon's Temptation - Katherine Garbera 2011-02-21
Only two things had ever sliced through billionaire businessman Preston
Dexter's razor-sharp focus on making money—Lily Stone's legs! The sight
of those shapely, mile-long wonders sent him charging past "go" in a
high-powered game of seduce-and-possess. But on his quest to acquire
exclusive rights to the virtuous virgin's bedroom, he found that she
matched his own primal passions. And in the aftershocks of their kisses,
the powerful mogul felt his defenses slipping. For Lily refused to
surrender her innocence for anything less than absolute
commitment...and suddenly this tycoon faced his ultimate temptation!
Temptation - Brenda Huber 2020-04-01
Eternally cursed, the Demon of Temptation's last hope of Divine
forgiveness slips through his fingers. But, for the sake of his brethren, he
takes one last mission to guard a very special Halfling. The feisty woman
sets fire to his blackened soul. Curse or no curse, he will stay by her
side—even though he is more of a threat to her than the demon prince
plotting to take over the world. Despite her birthright, Maggie is happy
with a career she loves and a place of her own. But Gideon seduces her
out of her comfort zone and plunges her into a world of angels and
demons. Entangled in the blurred lines between good and evil, desire
and destruction, her only chance for survival is to trust her life to the one
man who doesn't even trust himself.
Tempted by the - Lion? (Riverford Shifters Book 5) - Cristina Rayne
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2017-04-05
After a harrowing adventure in London, Kylie and family are finally able
to meet up with the Alpha of her mother’s shifter clan. However, not only
does the meeting have an outcome none of them expect, but promising
news from Riverford about the potential whereabouts of Kylie’s mother
has everyone rushing back stateside. Hunter’s brother, Ryder, along with
several old and new allies are soon dispatched to investigate a genetics
research company in Los Angeles where he meets Charlotte, a human
geneticist from the LA lion clan that could very well be the key to not
only learning the fate of Kylie’s parents but also learning the purpose of
the lion clan’s secret Amarillo compound. Ryder just needs to sneak a
woman he’s not sure they can trust out of the city with the whole LA lion
clan snapping at their heels all while his jaguar soul is far too interested
in mating her. Easy, right? Contains strong adult content and language.
A Temptation - Mary E Buras-Conway 2022-08-01
India Leigh is a twenty-four-year-old author from Louisiana. She has
never been in love before, has never had sex, and has never had the
desire for either . . . until she meets Kellan Coventry. Kellan Coventry is
an enigmatic, gorgeous man. A millionaire from New York, he owns a lot
of real estate and his company, Coventry Technology. He has never been
in love, but as far as sex goes, he and India are worlds apart. He s into
BDSM. When they come together, things change for both of them. But
can two people so far apart in ideals be everything for each other?
Comanche Temptation - Sara Orwig 2015-04-28
Fate unites a cowboy and a half-Indian woman in frontier Texas, in this
“poignant, well-told tale of forbidden love” from a USA Today–bestselling
author (Rendezous). Honor Roth has spent her life dreaming of only one
man, a handsome cowboy named Luke McCloud. It seems unlikely
someone like him could ever belong to Honor, who has grown up taunted
by other children and labeled a half-breed. But one day, as her father lies
on his deathbed, he makes a final plea to save their family ranch: Honor
and Luke must wed—in name only—to hold the property deed until her
brother, Jed Roth, comes of age and can take over. Now Honor, to her
dismay, finds herself trapped in a loveless marriage. Luke, meanwhile, is
on the run for a crime he did not commit. But he intends to repay the
debt to his wife’s father and then be gone. But first he must survive the
poachers and bounty hunters that are hot on his trail—and wrestle with
the blazing yearning for Honor that is growing hotter in his heart . . .
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